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Where did the proposal for an EU Border Carbon Adjustment
(« BCAs ») come from?
BCAs proposed by new European Commission as part of a broader set of proposals known as the
« European Green Deal » (Jan 2020).

In the Green Deal, the Commission proposes that the EU should significantly increase its current
climate mitigation ambition, in order to be more aligned with Paris Climate Agreement.
• From -40% to between -50 or -55% by 2030 (vs 1990 levels)
• From -80% to domestic climate neutrality by 2050
This can be done in many high emitting sectors of the economy without worrying about trade or
competitiveness.
However, some specific sectors are energy intensive AND exposed to significant international trade
competition => « Energy-intensive trade-exposed industries ».
Problem: if the EU increases carbon prices/regulation, what if a part of this production
prefers to relocate to countries with less strict climate policies?
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The EU faces a legitimate risk of « carbon leakage », albeit in a
small number of very specific sectors.
Which sectors are at risk of carbon leakage?
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A small subset of 10-15 very specific energyintensive industrial sub-sectors (plus the
electricity sector) that is genuinely at risk.
These are commodities that are easily traded
across EU borders.

As part of the EU’s Green Deal, much higher
carbon prices would be created, in order to
achieve the targets.
Instead of ~20€/tCO2 today, prices might go as
high as 50€/tCO2.
Real risk that emissions would not be reduced,
but the EU would lose jobs and production in
these specific sectors.

Source: Agora Energiewende. Assumes a carbon price of 50€/tCO2

Limited number of sector means carbon
leakage policies, whethere BCAs or other,
mukst be very focused instruments => only
affects very specific sectors/products.
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NB. Carbon costs and carbon leakage are only an issue for upstream
producers of commodity products. The further down the value chain,
the lower is CO2 as a share of total product cost. Therefore we are
mainly talking about a small share of basic commodity goods.

Source: Agora Energiewende (2019)
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If an EU BCA is implemented in the next 5 years, its likely to
begin with only some energy-intensive sectors…
Which sectors are at risk of carbon leakage?

CO2 Cost as percentage of
Sector Gross Value Added
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Most likely sectors for first inclusion under
a BCA are only a small subset of this list:
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Electricity
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It may also be possible to include some
very selected low-traded, energy-intensive
products:
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•
•
•

Pulp, paper and paperboard,
Basic glass products,
Other non-metallic mineral products (e.g.
ceramic and brick)

Less likely to be included (initially) are
highly traded products, complex products,
or products with complex value chains :
•
Source: Agora Energiewende. Assumes a carbon price of 50€/tCO2

Steel, Chemicals, Cars, Machinery
Equipment, Electrical products, etc.
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What might an EU BCA look like?
Commission is currently developing its policy => we don’t know yet what the proposal will be.
NB. Some stakeholders have called on Commission to examine a broader set of options.
Commission has emphasised:
•

« WTO-compatibility » => esp. non-discrimination against non-EU products.

•

Carbon prices in other countries would be deducted from the border charge => avoid double charge

•

Free allocation under the EU ETS would be phased out in parallel => avoid double protection for EU producers

If adopted, EU BCA would likely require imported products to buy emissions allowances at the EU
ETS carbon price (importers included in EU ETS).
Importer obligations would probably be based on either default benchmark levels of CO2
intensity per product (e.g. global averages),

Possibility to prove better performance via 3rd party verification.
Would probably be phased in gradually until 2030, e.g. border charge gradually increasing with
free allocation phased out in parallel
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An EU BCA would introduce a degree of competition between EU and
non-EU products based on CO2 performance. The better is the foreign
performance, the more competitive it would be vs. EU products.
Current EU anti-carbon leakage rules
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Source: Agora Energiewende
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How would an EU BCA affect Turkey?
The customs union…
The EU and the EU Customs Union

Turkey is actually a complicated case:
Since 1995, Turkey has a customs union
agreement with the EU, together with Andorra,
San Marino, Monaco and UK.
Technically, it is part of the EUCU, for most
products, except for agriculture, services and
public procurement.
Thus, the goods that might be subject to a BCA
don’t face checks at the EU border.
Not clear how EU will deal with this:

•

New customs controls to apply BCA to
imports from Turkey?

•

Turkey could join the EU ETS?

EU would need to engage closely with Turkey
on implementation.
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What share of Turkey’s exports to the EU might be affected if
Turkey was subject to the EU BCA?

% of Turkey's exports to the EU

Possible but less likely (initially)
5
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Broadly defined, trade-exposed energy
intenisve industries only make up about 12%.

Possible

3
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1
-

In 2019, Turkey exported 70 bn € worth of
manufactured products to the EU 27.

Most
likely

But in reality, many downstream products
would often be untouched or only lightly
touched by the mechanism..
In short run, expose limited, since cement and
basic products like ceramics, glass, etc. are
small amount of trade….
In medium term, a BCA on steel and nonferrous metals would touch a higher share pf
Turkey’s exports.
=> NB. Turkey could avoid paying these
costs by improving its CO2 efficiency in
these sectors, to match EU best practice.
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Potential impacts of a
border carbon tax on
electricity exports into
the EU

Christian Redl
SHURA WEBINAR, 14 MAY 2020

The EU power mix: Wind and PV on the rise; coal declines
because of EU-ETS price increases
EU 28 generation mix
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EUROSTAT data to 2017; Own calculations for 2018 and 2019
Christian Redl | SHURA Webinar, 14 May 2020
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EU’s power sector at risk of carbon leakage, due to increasing
interconnectedness and rising EU-ETS prices
EU gross electricity imports by country 2019 (33 TWh gross 21 TWh net)

Net Imports into EU ETS region rise as the ETS price has risen

Ember/Sandbag (2020), The Path of Least Resistance

Ember https://ember-climate.org/project/interconnectors-and-coal/

Christian Redl | SHURA Webinar, 14 May 2020
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BCA in the Californian cap-and-trade system has conbtributed
to strongly reducing carbon-intense imports to California
GHG intensity of electricity generation in California

BCA implemented

First and only BCA case is the cap-and-trade
program of California
It requires electricity importers to purchase
CO2 permits for CO2 content of the imported
electricity provided the interconnected state
does not have an ETS linked to California
Emission intensity dropped further once the
BCA was implemented

California Air Resources Board (2019)

Christian Redl | SHURA Webinar, 14 May 2020
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BCA implementation in the power sector is easier than in other
sectors. EU BCA phase-in would likely be gradual towards a
full reflection of the carbon price difference EU / non-EU
EU-ETS outlook and BCA phase-in scenario

In the EU, ETS prices are expected to increase
to some 50 EUR/t CO2 by 2030 due to EU’s
ambition to raise the GHG reduction target in
line with the Paris Agreement and the
upcoming COP-26
As part of the EU Green Deal, the European
Commission prioritises the introduction of a
BCA for the power sector
A likely scenario for a gradual BCA phase-in is
that as of 2030 importers have to pay the full
EU-ETS price for non-EU electricity

Enervis, forthcoming: The future of lignite in the Western Balkans. Study on behalf of Agora Energiewende

Christian Redl | SHURA Webinar, 14 May 2020
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The EU‘s 2030 energy and climate targets imply at least 57% of
renewables in the power mix. This hedges power price
increases in the EU and lowers the case for imports to the EU
2030 projection of renewable electricity share in European Commission’s Long Term Strategy

EUROSTAT data to 2017; Own calculations for 2018 and 2019; 2030 projection from “Long Term Strategy”, European Commission
2018, dashed lines show projection
Christian Redl | SHURA Webinar, 14 May 2020
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BCA challenges investment case for new lignite outside the
EU. As of 2030, no economic advantage for non-EU fossil
power plant investments compared to their EU counterparts
Marginal generation cost of fossil power plants in [EUR/MWh] incl. EU-ETS /
BCA prices

Most of the EU power sector investment by
2030 will be from wind, PV and some gas (for
load-following and peaking operations)
In the EU, there is no investment case for new
hard-coal and lignite power plants given the
EU-ETS price outlook
For non-EU fossil power plant investment, a
business case based on a significant share of
exports is a risky strategy given BCA prices

Diminishing economic advantage of
non-EU fossil power due to gradual BCA phase-in

Fossil power exports to the EU would face a
level playing field with EU fossil power as of
2030

Own calculations based on Enervis, forthcoming
Christian Redl | SHURA Webinar, 14 May 2020
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Thank you for
your attention!
Questions or Comments? Feel free to contact us:
oliver.sartor@agora-energiewende.de
christian.redl@agora-energiewende.de
Agora Energiewende is a joint initiative of the Mercator
Foundation and the European Climate Foundation.

Please subscribe to our newsletter via
www.agora-energiewende.de
www.twitter.com/AgoraEW

